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ABSTRACT
Pedestrian attributes, e.g., hair length, clothes type and color,
locally describe the semantic appearance of a person. Train-
ing person re-identification (ReID) algorithms under the su-
pervision of such attributes have proven to be effective in
extracting local features which are important for ReID. Un-
like person identity, attributes are consistent across different
domains (or datasets). However, most of ReID datasets
lack attribute annotations. On the other hand, there are sev-
eral datasets labeled with sufficient attributes for the case
of pedestrian attribute recognition. Exploiting such data
for ReID purpose can be a way to alleviate the shortage of
attribute annotations in ReID case. In this work, an unsu-
pervised domain adaptive ReID feature learning framework
is proposed to make full use of attribute annotations. We
propose to transfer attribute-related features from their orig-
inal domain to the ReID one: to this end, we introduce an
adversarial discriminative domain adaptation method in or-
der to learn domain invariant features for encoding semantic
attributes. Experiments on three large-scale datasets validate
the effectiveness of the proposed ReID framework.
Index Terms— Person re-identification, unsupervised
domain adaptation, unsupervised person re-identification,
pedestrian attributes
1. INTRODUCTION
Person ReID aims at matching a target person across cameras.
This is still a challenging problem due to large intra-personal
variations and inter-personal similarities [1, 2]. For these rea-
sons it is of paramount importance to have a model that gen-
erates robust and consistent features modeling all these kind
of variations. Pedestrian attributes are semantically meaning-
ful for describing person appearance. In addition, attributes
are also consistent between different domains. Based on these
observations, as in Fig. 1, we propose an unsupervised do-
main-adaptive framework which learns attribute-related fea-
tures from an annotated source dataset and adapts them for
ReID in a target dataset.
We gratefully acknowledge the support of NVIDIA Corporation with the
donation of the Titan Xp GPU used for this research.
Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed unsupervised domain adap-
tive ReID framework. The model trained on source domain is
adapted to the target domain. Source domain is labeled with
attributes, while in the target one, label is not needed. The im-
ages are picked from RAP (attribute recognition dataset) [9]
and Market1501 (ReID dataset) [12].
Different from person identity, which denotes the global
description of the person, attributes represent local parts of
a person. For example, hair length refers to the head part,
while the upper-body clothing type mainly focuses on the
torso. Many works have demonstrated that ReID algorithms
can benefit a lot from person attribute supervision [3, 4, 5],
however, most ReID datasets come without person attributes
[1, 6, 7, 8]. In addition, compared with producing identity
labels, attribute labeling is a much more complex and time
consuming task. Despite the effort of Lin et al. [4] in annotat-
ing few ReID datasets with attribute labels, there is still a big
shortage of attribute-annotated large-scale ReID datasets. On
the other hand, there is a number of attribute-labeled datasets
in the domain of pedestrian attribute recognition [9, 10, 11].
Unfortunately, this kind of datasets cannot be directly ex-
ploited for ReID, since no identity label is provided and usu-
ally there is only one image for each person.
As shown in Fig. 1, our work bridges the gap between
attribute recognition and person ReID. In the proposed un-
supervised domain-adaptive ReID framework, an attribute
recognition model, actually, a convolutional neural network
(CNN), is first trained on attribute recognition dataset (de-
noted as the source domain). Considering no attribute labels
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Fig. 2. The proposed unsupervised adversarial adaptation.
The source CNN is pretrained on attribute recognition dataset.
The classifier is only used for attribute recognition on the
source images. Dashed lines indicate fixed network weights.
are available in ReID dataset (target domain), an unsupervised
adversarial domain adaptation method, based on the trained
attribute recognition model, is then applied for learning do-
main invariant attribute-related features. Fig. 2 details the
proposed domain adaptation method which is extended from
the adversarial discriminative domain adaptation (ADDA)
[13, 14]. Specifically, as in Fig. 2, both the source and
target samples are fed into the target CNN to make it invari-
ant to these two domains. In addition, in order to maintain
the attribute recognition performance during the adversarial
adaptation, an additional attribute classifier is added along
with the discriminator. After adaptation, the attribute-related
features in ReID domain are extracted using the target CNN.
This kind of features proved to be very effective such that
the simple Euclidean distance is sufficient to estimate the
similarity for matching or ranking person images, unlike
more complex metric learning approaches [1, 7]. To evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the proposed ReID framework, three
datasets have been tested, namely the attribute recognition
dataset RAP [9] and two ReID datasets Market-1501 [12] and
DukeMTMC-reID [15].
2. RELATEDWORKS
This work mainly focuses on attribute based person ReID
and unsupervised domain adaptation. The effectiveness of
using attributes for ReID has been reported in many works
[1, 3, 4, 5, 16]. Lin et al. jointly consider the ID and at-
tribute as the supervisions in a deep multi-task model, to learn
the discriminative ReID features [4]. Similarly, [17, 18] also
jointly consider person ID and attributes for ReID but under
the unsupervised domain adaptive framework. Matsukawa et
al. only consider the attribute as the supervision to learn the
feature representation, and, in addition, a combination loss is
designed to improve the feature discrimination [5]. In [16],
a deep attribute learning algorithm has been introduced, and
the attribute recognition knowledge is transferred from one
dataset to another one using a fine tuning strategy.
Unsupervised domain adaptation is proposed to solve the
domain shift problem when label information is not provided
in some target domain. The basic idea behind lots of do-
main adaptation works is to match the feature distributions in
the source and target domains [19, 20, 14], or their statistics
[21]. Ganin et al. proposed a unsupervised domain adaptation
method that can simultaneously train the network to learn dis-
criminative and domain invariant feature representations by
using a gradient reversal layer [19]. In recent years, with the
emergence of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [22],
there are also some works trying to using adversarial adap-
tation strategy for adapting the network from source to tar-
get domain. Tzeng et al. proposed an adversarial adaptation
framework in which the network is first trained in the source
domain and then adversarially adapted to the target domain
with the help of a discriminator as in GANs [22, 13]. The
work [14] extends this adversarial adaptation framework with
adding the step to train a feature generator.
3. METHODOLOGY
Suppose there are na samples from the attribute recognition
(source) domain Da = {(xai ,ai)}nai=1, in which xai represents
the ith sample, featuring m attributes ai ∈ Rm. For the ReID
(target) domain Dp = {xpi }npi=1, there are np samples xpi , but,
on the contrary, no annotation is available. We want to learn
a domain invariant mapping M, which can be used to extract
attribute-related features for ReID.
In the proposed framework, depicted in Fig. 2, CNN is
used to learn the mapping M. The network is first trained
in the attribute recognition domain Da and then adapted to
the ReID domain Dp. An unsupervised domain adaptation
method, based on [13], is used. As already mentioned, no
attribute label is available in the ReID domain. To learn the
domain invariant feature representation, both the source and
target images are fed into a target CNN as shown in Fig. 2,
which is adversarially trained with a discriminatorD. In addi-
tion, in order to ensure the attribute recognition performance
during the domain adaptation, a classifier is added on the tar-
get CNN (for source images only).
Attribute Recognition: As shown in Fig. 3, the attribute
recognition is treated as a multi-label classification task.
Given one sample xai ∈ Da, there are m attributes ai =
{ai,1, . . . , ai,m} ∈ Rm. Thus, instead of using softmax cross
entropy loss, the sigmoid cross entropy loss is used to train
the network:
Lattr =− Exi∼Xa
m∑
j=1
(
ai,j log(Ca(Ma(xi)))
+ (1− ai,j) log(1−Ca(Ma(xi)))
)
,
(1)
in which Ca is the attribute classifier, as in Fig. 3 and Ma
denotes the feature mapping in Da. The attribute recognition
network is trained by minimizing the loss Lattr.
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation: Given the learned map-
ping Ma in the attribute recognition domain Da, the objec-
tive of this step is to learn a domain invariant mapping M for
attribute-related feature extraction in the ReID domain Dp.
Since the attribute label is unavailable in Dp, an unsuper-
vised domain adaptation method is used to adapt the network
trained in Da to the new domain Dp. We modify ADDA [13]
to make it more suitable for network adaptation.
In ADDA, the classification network is first trained in
source domain with label supervision. To adapt the trained
source network to the target domain, an adversarial adap-
tation strategy is used to learn the target mapping. A good
adapted target mapping means the discriminator network D
can not reliably predict the domain label of the feature vector
from source or target mapping. As in generative adversar-
ial network (GAN), the adapted target encoder is trained by
playing the minimax game:
min
Mt
max
D
Ladv =− Exi∼Xs [logD(Ms(xi))]
− Exi∼Xt [log(1−D(Mt(xi))],
(2)
in whichMt is the feature mapping in the target domain (usu-
ally initialized with the weights from Ms). Similarly, Ms is
the pretrained source feature mapping and it is fixed during
adaptation.
Since in ADDA only samples from the target domain are
fed into the target network, the latter is not domain invariant
and it can be only used in the target domain. To learn a do-
main invariant mapping, we use samples from both the target
(ReID) and source (attribute recognition) domain as in [14].
There are at least two advantages to do this. Firstly, the tar-
get mapping is invariant to both the attribute recognition and
ReID domains and thus the extracted features are more ro-
bust to the domain shift compared to the original ADDA. The
second one is that more samples are used to train the target
encoder. In our experiments, we found that this makes the
modified adversarial adaptation easier to converge than the
original one. The least square GANs, which uses the least
square loss function for the discriminator, has been reported
as a stable variation of GANs [14, 23]. In the modified adver-
sarial adaptation, the least square loss function is also used in
the adversarial loss Ladv as:
min
M
max
D
Ladv =Exi∼Xa ∪Xp‖D(M(xi))− 1‖2
+ Exi∼Xa‖D(Ma(xi))‖2,
(3)
in which Xp = [xp1, . . . ,x
p
np ] and M is initialized with the
weights from Ma, that is fixed during training.
With the domain invariantM, we can now extract attribute-
discriminative features in Dp. In our experiments, we also
observed that the attribute recognition performance of the
original ADDA decreases during the domain adaptation pro-
cedure. In order to cope with this drop in performance, an
Fig. 3. The attribute recognition network architecture.
additional attribute classifier is added for source samples, as
shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the final optimization problem is:
min
{M,C}
max
D
Ladv + αLattr, (4)
where α is a hyper-parameter. Lattr is the same as in Eq.
(1) with C,M in place of Ca,Ma. The former weights are
initialized with the latter, as often done in domain adaptation.
Person ReID: After domain adaptation, the target CNN (or
feature mapping M) is used for extracting attribute-related
features of person images in the ReID domain Dp. The simi-
larities between these extracted features are calculated simply
using the Euclidean distance as in deep ReID works [1, 7, 17].
Finally, matching or ranking person images can be performed
based on their similarities.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experimental results are presented to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed ReID feature learning
framework. To measure the performances of the proposed
method, the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) and
mean average precision (mAP) are used.
Datasets: Three datasets, i.e., RAP, Market-1501 and Duke-
MTMC-reID, are included to evaluate the proposed ReID
framework [1, 9]. RAP is an attribute recognition dataset
that includes 41, 585 images in total. For each image 91
pedestrian attributes have been annotated. In our experi-
ments we removed some extremely unbalanced attributes,
selecting only 70 attributes. Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-
ReID are two popular large-scale ReID datasets. Thanks
to the work [4], they are also labeled with pedestrian at-
tributes, specifically 27 attributes in Market-1501 and 22 in
DukeMTMC-reID.
Implementation details: In all experiments, the input images
are resized to (224, 224, 3). The hyper-parameter α in Eq. (4)
is fixed to 0.1. MobileNet is selected as the backbone net-
work and it is pretrained on ImageNet. Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 0.0001 is used in all experiments. Two fully
connected (FC) layers are included in the attribute classifier
(1024→ 512→ m). The discriminator is also composed of
two FC layers (1024→ 384→ 1 or 1024→ 128→ 1 for the
adaptation with or without classifier).
Table 1. Comparing experimental results before and after
adaptation. The network is first trained on the attribute recog-
nition dataset RAP.
Market-1501 DukeMTMC-reID
Metric Rank1 mAP Rank1 mAP
w/o adaptation 28.2% 8.7% 15.6% 4.9%
w adaptation 32.1% 10.6% 18.7% 6.5%
Table 2. Performance comparisons with existing attribute
based unsupervised domain-adaptive person ReID methods.
Source→ Target Market-1501→ DukeMTMC-reID
Metric Rank1 Rank5 Rank10 mAP
TJ-AIDL 24.3% 38.3% 45.7% 10.0%
MMFA 15.8% 26.0% 48.2% 5.7%
Ours 28.6% 44.2% 51.7% 13.1%
Source→ Target DukeMTMC-reID→Market-1501
Metric Rank1 Rank5 Rank10 mAP
TJ-AIDL 38.0% 59.2% 67.6% 13.6%
MMFA 35.5% 55.3% 64.0% 12.7%
Ours 43.0% 63.3% 70.6% 17.1%
Experimental results and discussions: To evaluate the
performance of the adaptation procedure in the proposed
unsupervised adaptive ReID framework, Table 1 shows the
experimental results before and after domain adaptation.
The network is first trained on RAP. For the experiments
without adaptation, the trained attribute recognition net-
work is directly used on ReID dataset, i.e., Market-1501
or DukeMTMC-reID, to extract ReID feature representa-
tions. From the table, it can be found that after adaptation,
the ReID performance of the network has been improved.
There are 3.9% Rank1 improvements on Market-1501 and
3.1% on DukeMTMC-reID. This validates the effectiveness
of the proposed unsupervised adversarial adaptation for ReID.
An interesting observation from Table 1 is that both Rank1
and mAP metrics of Market-1501 are much higher than
DukeMTMC-reID. This is mainly because there are large do-
main differences between RAP and DukeMTMC-reID while
it is small between RAP and Market-1501.
Fig. 4 shows the experimental results of the proposal
ReID framework with and without the additional classifier.
The experiments are performed on RAP and Market-1501
datasets. The network is first trained on RAP dataset and
then adapted to Market-1501 dataset. For the ReID frame-
work without classifier, the classifier has been deleted in the
adaptation step. In the experiments, we found the attribute
recognition performance degrades during the adaptation of
the network. As observed in Fig. 4, this results in the decrease
of the ReID performance during domain adaptation because
Fig. 4. Adaptation performance comparisons between the un-
supervised domain adaptive ReID frameworks with and with-
out the additional classifier. 0 epoch means there is no adap-
tation in the proposed ReID framework.
of the strong relation between attribute recognition and ReID.
With the additional classifier, the ReID performance, as the
red curve in the figure, are better and more stable.
In order to compare with state-of-arts, the experiments
using Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets are also
performed. As in TJ-AIDL [17] and MMFA [18], one of the
datasets is used as the source domain and the other one is for
target domain. For fair comparison, only attribute based ex-
perimental results of TJ-AIDL and MMFA are selected. From
Table 2, it shows our proposed method outperforms both
TJ-AIDL and MMFA. For example, in the case of Market-
1501→ DukeMTMC-reID, there are 4.3% improvements on
Rank1 compared with TJ-AIDL, and 12.8% improvements
compared with MMFA. In addition, Table 2 also shows that
the ReID performance in the case of DukeMTMC-reID →
Market-1501 is better than Market-1501 → DukeMTMC-
reID (from 28.6% to 43.0% for Rank1 of our proposed
method). This is due to the fact that compared with Market-
1501, DukeMTMC-reID contains more variations in samples,
for example more changes in image resolution and back-
ground clutter [15, 17], and thus the network trained on it has
better generalization ability.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented an unsupervised domain adap-
tive ReID framework for extracting attribute-related features.
Considering that most of ReID datasets are not labeled with
attributes, an unsupervised domain adaptation method has
been proposed for learning domain invariant attribute-related
features, which can be used for ReID in the target domain.
Based on the observation that the attribute recognition per-
formance degrades during domain adaptation, an additional
classifier has been added. Experimental results using three
large-scale datasets proved the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
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